


4 COLORS 4 MICE
Friuli Venezia Giulia

Friuli Venezia Giulia, a land with strong contrasts,

where the sea blends with the high mountains,

where nature turns into tradition and culture.

We know our land and we want to offer 4 different

ways to discover and to appreciate it.

The team building activities and ideas that you

can read on this catalog are just a few creative

suggestions and can be fully customized to the

needs of your group or your customers.

We are specialized in planning and coordination

of incentive travels, corporate events, team

buildings, meetings and congresses in the whole

country.

COLOR 

COLLECTION
Green experiences. A touch of nature.

Group activities and team buildings in

contact with nature and the green that our

region offers. Forests, hills, meadows and

lakes are the perfect setting for your

activities.

Blue experiences. In contact with water.

Sea, lakes, rivers and streams will be the

ideal place to organize sports and engaging

activities. Pure adrenaline for your group.

Red experiences. The taste of the land.

The wines of our region, the artisan beer,

the old coffee ... are just some of the

flavors for unique experiences. A special

way to know the traditions and history of

the region.

Black experiences. The legacy of the

past. The perfect way to play with the

history of our region! Treasure hunts,

workshops and thematic activities to

discover the roots of our area.

…and more! At the end of this catalogue

you’ll find also some ideas of incentive

travels in our region!



GREEN 

EXPERIENCE
A touch of nature



ORIENTEERINGGREEN

An outdoor game, that can be organized in the woods or in

the city center, where the main objective is to reach the

destination by moving in an unknown environment, working

with the team to take the right decision and using only simple

tools such as a compass and a map. The activity can also be

done at night in a location to be agreed with the client.

Different locations

THE RIGHT 

DIRECTION



ADVENTURE PARKGREEN

Outdoor sport activities, specifically designed to increase

confidence, improve communication, foster creativity, encourage

collaboration and motivate the team to achieve the common

objectives.

Trails in suspension between the trees. Tibetan bridges,

suspended walkways, nets, ropes and pulleys. 10 levels of

difficulty. high-impact activity suitable for everyone that require

balance, coordination and the desire for adventure.

Forni di Sopra

ENJOY THE 

WOODS!



ARCHERY GAMESGREEN

Archery Games – Action Bows and Arrows is the “new”

paintball that can be played almost anywhere in our region!

1 point is awarded for shooting an opposing player with an

arrow (all body is a hit). 2 points are awarded for knocking a

spot completely out of the opposing teams target or catching

an opponent’s arrow in mid-flight! Each player will be

equipped with bow, safety mask and “non-lethal” arrows.

Buttrio

AIM AT THE 

RIGHT TARGET



BLU 

EXPERIENCE
In touch with water



RAFTINGBLUE

The rafting is one sports in contact with nature that consists of

descending a river aboard rubber rafts. Overcoming the rapids

together requires coordination, concentration and a strong goal

orientation. The experience of rafting has a huge emotional

impact, joins the group in difficulty and is an opportunity to

experience the management of risk and uncertainty. The activity

can be done both in sunny and rainy days.

Isonzo

OVERCOMING

THE RAPIDS



FISHING TOURBLUE

Your working team will be the crew, the skipper your

manager: learn the value of collaboration and sharing of

common objectives in this offshore experience in which you

will work together to identify the route, choose the method of

fishing and drop the nets to complete your mission. Fishing

boats and traditional boats will be used for the activities. In

case of adverse weather conditions it will be offered an

alternative team building.

. 
Grado and Marano

ONE DAY

IN THE SEA



SAILINGBLUE

The regatta perfectly represents the market competition. The

team spirit among the crew, the ability to work with different

roles and tasks, the enthusiasm for the victory and the ability

to learn the defeat are just some of the objectives you can

achieve with this team building. Sailing Boat day will give you

the chance to enjoy a pure sailing and swimming adventure

and it will be a great company experience. Guided by the

captain, you will discover some of the most spectacular sights

on the Adriatic Sea of Friuli Venezia Giulia.

Trieste and Lignano

BETWEEN THE WIND
AND THE SCENT OF THE SEA



RED

EXPERIENCE
The taste of the land



WINE CHALLENGERED

In this game you’ll live a true competition that is based on the

five senses (smell, taste, hearing, throat, touch).

Unlike a classic tasting, where the rigor is a must, here the

goal is to play, stimulating, evoking, compete.

The group is divided into teams and after a first phase of

technical introduction to wine and his world, managed by a

sommelier, the teams will compete in a series of challenges to

the last sense.

Wineries in Friuli

BETWEEN BARRELS 

AND VINEYARDS



COOKING CLASSRED

The kitchen is conceived as a laboratory, as a metaphor

where the group develops its efficiency and creativity through

the preparation of dishes and menus.

The participants, divided into "kitchen brigades" and guided

by professional chefs, are taken to experiment with creating

more recipes and to work together towards a common goal,

and then enjoy together the fruits of their labor. The activity

will take place in some of the most fascinating venues of Friuli

and can be followed by a gala dinner. We can organize

themed cooking class or pastry and chocolate laboratory.

Different venues

THE RECIPE

FOR SUCCESS



COFFEE ACADEMYRED

Drinking coffee is a custom. Drink coffee in Trieste is a sacred

rite. The link between Trieste and coffee sinks ancient origins.

In this activity, in addition to learning the historical roots of the

Trieste’s coffee, you will visit the production plants and

participate in a real coffee tasting in which you will be able to

recognize the aromas, the mixtures and the consistency of the

various types of coffee.

Trieste

THE RIGHT 

BLEND



BLACK

EXPERIENCE
The legacy of the past



TREASURE HUNTBLACK

The treasure hunt is a classic that provides entertainment and

involvement of all participants. We use Tablet connected to

the Net to make the activity dynamic, modern and perfectly

manageable in the time. When a team reach a goal we’ll ask

a photo test in order to send the next clue!

We can organize this activity in the city center, following an

historical theme or, as a true travel itinerary, discovering the

most beautiful places of the region.

Different locations

CLUES AND FUN

TO DISCOVER THE 

HISTORY



IN THE MIDDLE AGEBLACK

Imagine being catapulted back in time a thousand years, to the

time of ladies, knights, castles and epic battles with the sword;

imagine having to rescue a princess kidnapped by a group of

robbers and that, to be able to return from his beloved father,

have to face many tests, relying solely on your group. All this is

not a dream, but a real adventure to experience the thrill of an

ancient atmosphere and increase the cohesion of your corporate

team in a fun and different way.

Valvasone

STORMING 

THE CASTLE



ART CLASSBLACK

The mosaic school of Spilimbergo is one of the oldest academies

of this art. In this workshop each participant, under the expert

guidance of a master mosaic artist, will have the opportunity to

create their own object and keep it as a souvenir. Tiles of

different colors and sizes of glass will be used. Each participant

will have an hour and will be constantly followed by our

craftsmen so that the finished product is made to perfection.

Sample models will be available such as: vases, picture frames,

mirrors or small paintings to give inspiration to the creativity of

each participant.

Spilimbergo

TILE AFTER TILE

MOSAIC SCHOOL



OTHER IDEAS…



INCENTIVE TRAVEL 

COLLECTION



TRADITION & TASTE

An incentive travel program to know the history and traditions of

our region including typical tastings, visits to archaeological sites

and themed team buildings.
The synthetic program shown below is based on a travel lasting 3

days and 2 nights and includes all services necessary for the conduct

of various activities (transport, accommodation, catering, guided tours,

team building, dedicated assistance ...). Dedicated travel plans and

different services can be processed upon customer request.

The detailed offer will be drawn up on the basis of individual request

and will be structured taking into account the number of participants,

the journey time, the chosen services and preferred accommodation.

DAY 1 - AT HOME OF THE HASBURGS

Reception of the group at the airport and transfer to hotel in Trieste.

Welcome Lunch and presentation of the trip.

In the afternoon guided tour of the city and tasting of coffee with visit

at Illy. Dinner in a local restaurant by the sea or on board sailing in the

Gulf of Trieste.

DAY 2 – THE HISTORICAL ROOTS

Breakfast at hotel and transfer to Grado. Team building activities with

themed treasure hunt "the old Grado". Lunch in an historical

restaurant. Then transfer to Aquileia and visit to the ancient Roman

ruins and to the Basilica. Gala dinner at the hotel in Trieste.

DAY 3 – IN THE MIDDLE AGES

Breakfast at the hotel and transfer to Valvasone. Visit of the old town

and on request team building activities "Assault on the Castle."

Wine tasting and buffet in a winery. In the afternoon visit at

Spilimbergo and Mosaic lesson.

End of services.



NATURE & FUN
An incentive trip to enjoy nature of Friuli, a route that comes from

the sea to the highest peaks, including typical tastings, outdoor

activities and team buildings.
The synthetic program shown below is based on a travel lasting 3

days and 2 nights and includes all services necessary for the conduct

of various activities (transport, accommodation, catering, guided tours,

team building, dedicated assistance ...). Dedicated travel plans and

different services can be processed upon customer request.

The detailed offer will be drawn up on the basis of individual request

and will be structured taking into account the number of participants,

the journey time, the chosen services and preferred accommodation.

DAY 1 – THE WELCOME OF THE SEA

Reception of the group at the airport and transfer to hotel in Trieste.

Welcome Lunch and presentation of the trip.

In the afternoon transfer to Monfalcone and embarkation on the

sailing boats for a regatta in the Gulf. Dinner on board.

DAY 2 – BETWEEN RIVERS AND WOODS

Breakfast at hotel and transfer to Resia (UD). The day will be

dedicated to outdoor activities such as rafting, orienteering and

archery games. Gala dinner at the hotel in Trieste.

DAY 3 – THE HIGHEST PEAKS

Breakfast at hotel and transfer to Sauris.

Trekking around the lake and endurance tour with horses.

Beer and ham tasting in typical brewery. In the afternoon bike tour of

Sauris with mountain bike or fat bike. End of services.



SNOW & MOUNTAINS
Why not organize an incentive trip in the winter ?! The snowy

peaks of Friuli will be the perfect backdrop for a travel including

typical tastings, outdoor activities and team buildings.
The synthetic program shown below is based on a travel lasting 3

days and 2 nights and includes all services necessary for the conduct

of various activities (transport, accommodation, catering, guided tours,

team building, dedicated assistance ...). Dedicated travel plans and

different services can be processed upon customer request.

The detailed offer will be drawn up on the basis of individual request

and will be structured taking into account the number of participants,

the journey time, the chosen services and preferred accommodation.

DAY 1 – THE WELCOME BETWEEN HIGH PEEKS

Reception of the group at the airport and transfer to hotel in Sauris.

Welcome Lunch and presentation of the trip.

In the afternoon sledge dog tours in the snow. Dinner in a typical

restaurant by the lake

DAY 2 – LET IT SNOW!

Breakfast at hotel. The day will be dedicated to outdoor activities such

as snowshoes hikes, snowmobile races, visits to typical villages. Gala

dinner in a mountain cottage.

DAY 3 – THE WARM OF THE HOUSE

Breakfast at hotel and time to relax in the hotel spa.

Trekking around the lake and horse-drawn carriage ride on the snow.

Beer and ham tasting in typical brewery. In the afternoon cooking

game with treasure hunt and cooking lesson in a selected venue.

End of services.



FEW WORDS

ABOUT US
We are professional experts in the planning,

organization and realization of travel and

events designed on our customers needs. We

address to individuals and companies and we

operate all over the country.

3 ideas, 3 departments, 3 ways to be Travel

Meeting and only one goal:

REALIZE YOUR DESIRES!

Only Unique Events…Our events department

Only Unique Travels…Our travel department

Only Unique Tastes…Our banqueting service

Website: www.travelmeeting.eu

/TravelMeeting

@TravelMeeting



KEEP IN TOUCH!

(+39) 0434.1700806

Via Cavour 29/2

33074 Fontanafredda (PN)

ITALY

info@travelmeeting.eu

www.travelmeeting.eu


